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Funäsfjällen

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRIP
The tour is dry but rocky terrain. We recommend good hiking 
shoes. Take the summertrail which passes from the Kä-
ringsjön towards Skedbrostugan. It is marked with orange 
painted poles. The trail goes into the special barren area that 
surrounds Rogen. The land is called “Moraine from dead 
ice”, which occurred when the inland ice released its grip on 
the large quantities of rock and soil that was storaged in the 
mass of ice. Be careful where you step. 
The sparsely forest contains 100-year-old rough pines that you 
hardly see anywhere else. The forest with its barren beauty and 
with many old trees with “varglav” (wolf moss), gives the area 
character. Wolf moss requires special conditions to survive and 
is very toxic. It’s said that it has been used for poison wolves in 
ancient times, and there of comes the name. 
From the beginning, the tour moves slightly upwards, and 
after two kilometers you take off to the right. There is a path-
finder to the viewpoint. Follow the path up to more than 900 
meters above sea level, where it is a fantastic view over Rogen 
and over the mountains of Dalarna and Härjedalen. Continue 
on to the top of Handskinnvålen, located at 999 meter above 
sea level. Now you see clearly how everything is formed by the 
inland ice to Rogen Moraine. Take the same road back 
if you do not want to go the long tour by Skedbrostugan. 

           GOLDTOUR  20
Käringsjön-Handskinnvålen
High alpine walk in a fascinating area with remnants 
from the inland ice. All dogs must be put on lead, you are 
now in the middle of a area for reindeer pasture. 
We recommend mountain map as a complement.

START LOCATION

Parking at Käringsjön, toll road last 7 km. Take the 
road south towards Särna in Tännäs. Turn right when 
you pass Tännäs Fiskecentrum and the river Mysklan. 
Drive towards Käringsjön, 24 km.

LENGTH 8 km

DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE 200 m 

TIME 3,5 hours 

EMERGENCY NUMBER 112

HANDSKINNSVÅLEN

M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N  A T  F U N A S FJ A L L E N . S E  *  T E L .  0 6 8 4 - 1 5 5  8 0
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TRIP
The trail goes through a forest landscape with mountain 
peaks all around. 

Continue the trail out to Skedbrostugan, which is si-
tuated along Kungsleden. There you can stay overnight 
if you wish, and also buy simple food (check openings 
time). You can also take a hike up on Skedbrofjället, 
which is located on the border between Sweden and 
Norway. The top is 1148 meters, with a wonderful view. 

Take the same tour back or go around Bustvålen and 
Rogen back to Käringsjön. This road is 17.5 kilometers 
long, instead of the 12 km trail straight back. Follow 
Kungsleden south for about 4 km, where you take the 
left side of the summertrail to Rogen/Rödviken. 

The trail runs along the southern edge of the Bustvålen. 
After about 5 km you will arrive to Rödviken in Rogen. 
After a break, go on the summer trail along Rogen for 
three kilometers, where you take to the left along the 
summer trail to Käringsjön. The last 5 km goes along 
the characteristic  lakes that are so special in Rogen. 
The harsh environment means that it is not a rich flora, 
but at some strings you can see the Marie Key Florists. 

Siberian Tit is a bird that stays over the winters and can 
be seen all over the area. Common Redstart is also bird 
belonging in these areas, as well as the Osprey who likes 
it where there is plenty of water. It also means that it 
can periodically be some mosquitoes, so we recommend 
mosquito oil and comprenhensive clothes on tour, if you 
are going during the summer highseason. 
The last km is rocky to go, but then it’s not far to go!

           GOLDTOUR  20 B - ALTERNATIVE TOUR
Skedbrostugan
Here you need boots or stout shoes.
We recommend mountain map as a complement.

START LOCATION

Parking at Käringsjön, toll road last 7 km. Take the road 
south towards Särna in Tännäs. Turn right when you 
pass Tännäs Fiskecentrum and the river Mysklan. 
Drive towards Käringsjövallen 18 km. After an other 2 
km, at a road barrier, you turn up on the road leading to 
Käringsjön 7 km.

LENGTH 24 or 30 km 

DIFFERENCE IN ALTITUDE 60 m 

TIME 9 to 10 hours

EMERGENCY NUMBER 112
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